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Product details
Detail
Product name
Product category
Manufacturer
Article number

Description
FireWare Stratus
Smoke Generators
FireWare bv
002-012-002

Product description
The FireWare Stratus (2600 W) is developed based on years of experience of FireWare. The machine
can easily and quickly fill a room with smoke, but can also create a smouldering fire, since the output
is adjustable from 1 to 99%. Up until 48% a continuous output is possible. You can make a vertical
column of smoke by putting the machine on its backside. This generates a realistic build-up of smoke
against the ceiling.
The enclosure is made out of robust stainless steel and has 6 vent holes for optimal heat discharge.
The front side of the machine is equipped with a Storz connection. This way you can easily connect a
smoke hose. Furthermore, the Stratus has a build-in timer and control via DMX is possible.
The Neutrik connector can easily transfer power to another device, for example a fire blaze spot. The
smoke machines comes in a plastic box from 60 x 40 x 32,5 centimetres, including 5 L FireWare
Medium smoke fluid and a remote control with 10 meters of cable. The FireWare Stratus has an
output twice as large as the FireWare Cumulus. The optional wireless remote control is available
separately.
Technical information
Technical detail
Weight of set including box
Weight
Materials
Dimensions transport box
Dimensions product
Voltage
Power
Fluid capacity
Adjusting output

Description
22,8 kg
12,9 kg
Stainless steel, plastic
60 x 40 x 32,5 cm
50 x 25 x 30 cm
230 V/50 Hz or 120 V/60 Hz
2600 Watt
5L
Adjustable in steps of 1% (0-99%)

Smoke time

FireWare Stratus
At 100%: approximately 40 seconds
Nimbo
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At 48% and less: continuously
720 seconds

Warm-up time
Parts set

Accessory
1. Culumus Smoke generator
2. 5L FireWare Medium Smoke Fluid
3. Remote control with 10 metre cable
4. Electric outlet for other devices
5. Manual
6. Plastic box for storage/ transport (60x40x32,5 cm)
Extra product accessories
SKU
008-002-002
008-012-007
008-012-011

Product
Wireless Remote control Stratus
Aiming Piece Cumulus/stratus
Smoke Hose Set

008-012-016

Smoke Hose Set Perforated

Description
Wireless Remote
To aim the smoke (for example vertically)
A smoke hose is used when the smoke
machine needs to be positioned some way
from the staging
The FireWare Perforated Smoke Hose will
allow you to, for example, simulate SFTF
signals by placing the perforated smoke hose
along the eaves

Compatible smoke fluids
SKU
009-030-001
009-030-002
009-030-003
009-030-005

Product
FireWare Light Smoke Fluid
FireWare Medium Smoke Fluid
FireWare Heavy Smoke Fluid
FireWare Outdoor Smoke Fluid

Description
Fills small room
Fills medium-sized room
Fills very large room
For outdoor use

Compatible smell concentrate
SKU
009-030-026

Product
FireWare Burning smell extract

Description
Adds the scent of a fire to FireWare smoke
fluid

Certifications
EU guidelines:

2004/30/EU, 2014/35/EU, 2011/65/EU and 2009/125/EG

Aftercare
To maintain the performance of the FireWare Stratus, it should be properly maintained.
• Make sure the fluid tank is clean at all times.
• Clean the machine twice a year by flushing it with demineralised water. Also flush prior to a
long storage time. You can clean the outside with a moist cloth and mild detergent.
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•

FireWare Stratus
Beware:Nimbo
it is not necessary to clean the nozzle. That could damage the heating element.

Make sure that the vent holes are not clogged or blocked and keep them free of dust. Check the air
valve/filter regularly and clean or replace it when necessary. If the same fluid is used every time, the
filter should be cleansed thoroughly when another fluid will be used. This to prevent clogging.
To clean the external surface, it is best to use a solvent-free cleaning agent. Use of an abrasive can
damage the surface.
Waste disposal
Electric appliances, accessories, and packaging need to be collected and recycled separately or
disposed off in an environmentally responsible manner.
Warranty
The Stratus has a two-year warranty against product and manufacturing faults. Damage as a result of
careless acting is not refunded. Repairs require expertise. It is therefore highly recommended to
return the appliance to us in the event of a defect. The warranty is cancelled if it becomes apparent
that you or a third party opened the appliance or if you or a third party have applied modifications or
adjustments of any kind without the explicit permission from the supplier.

